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In recent years, wireless sensor network (WSN) has been proven to be an excellent solu on to create scalable
and flexible home automa on networks. In a home automa on network, consumer devices typically collect data from a home monitoring environment and then transmit the data to an end user through mul -hop communica on without the need for any human interven on. However, due to the presence of typical obstacles in a
home environment, error-free recep on may not be possible, par cularly for power constrained devices. A mobile sink based data transmission scheme can be one solu on but obstacles create significant complexi es for
the sink movement path determina on process. Therefore, an obstacle avoidance data rou ng scheme is of vital importance to the design of an eﬃcient home automa on system.
This presenta on presents a mobile sink based obstacle avoidance rou ng scheme for a home monitoring system. The mobile sink collects data by traversing through the obstacle avoidance path. Through ZigBee based
hardware implementa on and verifica on, the proposed scheme successfully transmits data through the obstacle avoidance path to improve network performance in terms of life span, energy consump on and reliability.
The applica on of this work can be applied to a wide range of intelligent pervasive consumer products and services including robo c vacuum cleaners and personal security robots.
In the second part of this presenta on will discuss about an applica on of WSN for ca le management in India.
For high milk produc on the Estrous cycle monitoring of dairy cows is very important for proper insemina on.
The objec ve is to design and develop a collar device for dairy cows for proper monitoring their health and estrous cycle.
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